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• I am Jane Scott. My husband, Ray (born and raised in Pico Union) and I have 
lived in Pico Union for 36 years, 3 lots south of Pico Blvd.. and 1 block east of 
the proposed site on Pico Blvd. and Westlake for this Charter School. My 
husband and I are AGAINST this charter school being allowed to open in Pico 
Union for the following reasons -

• We believe the Community residents and business owners have been grossly 
misled by the information given to them by this charter school. All is not as it 
appears at first sight.

• hours of operation - regular hours from 7.40 am until 3:30 pm. Then we are 
told there will be additional hours of operation (with no specific limes_o_r 
days mentioned)

• in Addition to the regular hours of operation there will be:

A. after school tutoring - no specified times allotted for this venture
B. special events -. no specified time allotted for these special events, which 

normally last until the evening hours, about 10:00 pm or later
C. and a summer program - which we have no idea what that entails - dates, 

times, number of students, specific activities, etc.

These additional activities will increase the congestion on our streets during the
heaviest traffic on a major thoroughfare in our Community. This will inhibit normal
business activity for our small businesses on Pico Blvd.



The increased vehicular activity (queuing of vehicles from vVestlake Street to 
Union Avenue) on the north side Pico Blvd., along with the queuing of cars on the 
south side of of Pico, by parents of Equates School, already greatly affects the 
air quality of our neighborhood: because, the parents all have their cars 
running for as long as they sit at the parking meters on the south side of 
Pico. The amount of time is from 30 - 60 minutes. Much of the curb is a red 
zone. These meters now have red cones to prevent any parking from 
Constance Street to almost Alvarado St. (4 to 5 blocks), and they do not 
feed the meters with coins. This will now occur on the north side of Pico.

Just as importantly, the parents are belligerent to the members of our community 
and businesses, when residents simply need to make a left or right turn to go 
home, park in front of their stores for deliveries or to simply let their customers 
park near the store they are patronizing. These parents will not move, or will 
move to double park in the #2 east bound lane, thereby hindering the flow of 
traffic and many times are vocally abusive to our resiaents.

Pico Union (the most densely inhabited area of Los Angeles) is inundated with 
people, cars and schools. Now you want to bring another school, an additional 
few hundred more people, an increase in heavy traffic, ar increase in crime (we 
have 6 or 7 local gangs)(3 shootings in the last 4 weeks), an increase in tagging 
of private property, more trash in and on the streets, as well as an increase in air 
polluLon Aren’t we the lucky ones!

Are you sure there ,s nothing else you wish to do for poor Pico Union to really 
keep us as the dumping ground of Los Angeles; because, we are to dumb to see 
what is going on as the magnificent politicians of the City of Los Angeles know 
what we need, better than we know what we need for ourselves?

Please, do not approve this school for Pico Union!

Thank you for your honest and sincere considerations 
for what is best for Pico Union.

Jane and Ray Scott
Concerned Residents of Pico Union


